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Instruction*Instructions : I) Solve any three questions from each Section.

2)Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3)Assume suitable data if necessary and indicate dearly.

4)Use of non-programmable calculator is allowed.

SECTION - I
Q.I  a) Define Internal energy. Prove that internal energy is a property of the system.

b) The velocity & enthalpy of fluid at the inlet of a certain nozzle are 50 m/s &

2750 kj/kg respectively. The enthalpy at the exit of nozzle is 2600 kj/kg.  -
The nozzle is horizontal and insulated so that no heat transfer takes place
from it. Find

1)Velocity of the fluid at exit of the nozzle.

2)Mass flow rate, if the area at inlet of nozzle is 0.1 rrr. Specific

voluine at inlet & outlet are Q.I8m3/kg and 0.498 m3/kg.

3)Find the area at the exit nozzle, 10

Qi2 a) Write statements of first, law of thermodynamics '& State limitations of first

law of thermodynamics. 08
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discli'irgc Cviiidi'UOiiS arc 0,62 i^Vkg, i bar, & 270 m/s resp;-ctively. 1'iie total

heat loss between the inlet & discharge is 9 KJ/ke of the fluid. Find the
!.-- V,.-change ia internal energy. 08



@3  a) Define following terms used in I.C. engines. 06

1)Dead centers.

2)Clearance volume & stroke volume.

3)Compression ratio.

b) Sketch the Otto cycle on P-v Si i:-S diagram. Derive an expression for

its air standard efficiency (il) ~ l-]/r(v"!). Explain that the efficiency of an air

standard otlo is a function of compression ratio only. 10

'j,4  a) Explain with neat sketch vapour compression refrigeration system. What

arc the advantages & disadvantages of it. 08

b) Explain with, neat sketch vaoour absorption refrigeration system, 08

SECTION II

,5  a) What is wind energy? Explain a typical wind mill with a neat sketch. 0$

b) Draw a layout of hydroelectric power plant and explain its working?  .  0?

6 a) Explain with neat sketch Francis turbine. 06

b) A cross belt connects two pulleys of 500mm diameter, 2m apart.

The initial tension in the belt is 500N., if the co-efficient of friction between
belt and pulley is 0.3. Find the power transmitted at 700 rpm. Also

calculate the length of belt. 10

7 a) Define manufacturing process. Explain metal joining process with its

application. 08

b) Define metal removing process. Explain Turning in detail 08
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b)iVlufi'coupling and oidhaiii's couplhui.

c)Sand casting process.


